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Exercise	20:	P‐plate	extensions	overdue		(Mr	Jonathon	Sprinter	(p.	31)	

1. The author refers to an expert, the commissioner of traffic, who asserts that a seven year 
probationary period that includes zero-alcohol readings, would reduce traffic accidents. He is 
credible because he has professional experience with regards to traffic control. 
  

2. Statistics: the statistics prove that there are too many young adults involved in tragic car 
accidents. The young adults are disproportionately represented in car accidents which suggests 
that there is a problem with drinking, speed and young adults.  
 

3. Expert opinion: the reference to the surgeon proves that young people’s brains are 
underdeveloped. They cannot be trusted to measure their alcohol intake and therefore are 
potentially endangering their lives and that of other road users. 
 

4. The author refers to the real-life anecdotal story of Emma Richardson to show the devastating 
consequences of one fatal mistake. Emma is cited as a typical example of teenagers who are 
killed because they seem to underestimate the dangers on the road. They also jeopardize the 
safety of other drivers. The quotes from her mother also reinforce the tragic consequences and 
devastating impact to the family.  The author includes this story to show both parents and young 
adults that mistakes can have tragic consequences, and to encourage them to be keen about 
tighter regulations.  
 

5. Research : Motor Trends: The author refers to a study published in the Motor Trends magazine in 
Sweden. This provides a comparative example. It proves that if people drink less when driving 
then there will be less accidents. This also reinforces the author’s view that teenagers, in 
particular, should not have access to alcohol.  
 

Exercise	21:	Impossible	to	trust	(p.	32)	
1.  Impossible to trust: According to Ms Goodwin, the statistics prove that not all eggs that are labelled as 
free range eggs could possibly be accurate.  Up to 45 million eggs are sold as free range and there would 
have to be 2.5 million free range chickens rather than 1 million. She implies that many of the egg 
manufacturers are therefore deceiving customers because their eggs are not completely genuine free-range 
eggs.  

2. Big time for the pokers: the statistics reveal that there is an excess of poker machines in Australia and 
their easy accessibility is causing gambling problems for vulnerable people. Lives are being “ruined” and 
families “destroyed”.  This information is useful for charity groups and government planners who are 
seeking a reduction in the amount of poker machines.  (The author refers to statistical evidence to prove that 
easy access to poker machines is ruining people’s lives and their families. Specifically, there is one poker 
machine for 108 people in the community in Australia. Australia rates as one of the top 10 gambling 
hotspots in the world. This shows that too many people in Australia are involved in problem gambling.) 

3. No stars for plasmas: In the light of the fact that plasma televisions are using up too much electricity, the 
Nielson survey suggests that 85 per cent of Australian adults believe there should be an ‘energy efficiency’ 
rating system. This would enable people to make informed choices. It would also force electrical products to 
be more energy efficient in order to compete in the market place.  

Exercise	22:	Should	alcohol	be	banned	near	junior	football	matches	
1. EDFL general manager, Marc Turri, believes that the restrictions will benefit the players and parents 
alike. He recognises the fact that the ban will harm the clubs and restrict their income but they must become 
“smarter”.    Even though he is club president he is prepared to make decisions for the benefit of families 


